Are you and other leaders in the enterprise
facing a change by yourselves –
and feeling stuck?

Work with us to get bigger
breakthroughs faster.
Move from TRANSITION

to TRANSFORMATION
Executive coaching,
facilitation and consulting
for enterprise leadership
transformation

What kind of transition are you facing?
For example:

NEW CEO?
Everything will
be different
now that we
have a new CEO.

We are aligned
and on a new path.

Leaders deep down
have many questions.
What does our new
CEO expect? How
will our new CEO
lead? How will we work together? Will everyone
get along? What will change, and what will stay
the same? What will be the impact on culture? On
politics? On trust? Will we still want to work here?

We know what we
want and where
we want to go
together. Because
now we understand
what motivates
others, we communicate differently. We are open and honest. We give
feedback. We have tough conversations. We are
braver leaders. We are committed and confident in
our future.

MERGER OR ACQUISITION?
Our identity as
an organization
is changing
because of
the merger/
acquisition.

We understand
our new culture,
what it wants
and where we
need to focus as
an organization.

Who are we
now? How will
we fit in? The leadership framework we choose
must support our new culture and avoid an
“us” vs. “them” mentality. And we need to understand our values as individuals and as an
organization. What motivates us? What is up for
negotiation and what is not? How do we put
people first?

We know one
another, our
struggles and what we want. We know what is
working and what is not yet working. People
are more trusting and willing to share. We are
seeing more communication, collaboration and
efficiencies, so we are beginning to reap the
rewards we originally envisioned from this
merger/acquisition.

STRATEGIC PLANNING?
Our strategic plan
is now irrelevant.
We need to expand
(or shrink) our
customer base, our
geographic footprint
and our services.
Right now, too many people are going in too many
different directions. Everyone is desperate for a
clear plan so we can work together toward the
same goals. How can we get our people aligned?

Our people are on
board because we
let them drive our
strategic plan.
From beginning to
end, we never
stopped talking to
our people. Everyone
was heard, and everyone is now on the same page.
Teams are confident and empowered to act. Everyone feels compelled to follow our new north star.

No matter what you and your leaders are facing, we can help you move
through this transition so you experience a transformation in the enterprise.

OUR APPROACH: What leaders can expect
I. We follow the New Horizon Strategies Transformation Model
Phase 1: Reflect
Something doesn’t feel quite right, or you know a change is on the horizon.
But what should you do first?
Look in the rearview mirror. Look back before you look ahead.

You will agree on a charter with goals that you and other leaders will
work on together.
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We will inspire you and other leaders to reflect deeply on important
questions at a macro level:
• Who are we as leaders? What has happened? What should we work on?
• What cannot change? What do we need? What do we want?
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Our lives often seem to be a series of random events, but when we look
in the rearview mirror, we get the connections. What connections do you
see when you look back?

Phase 2: Resonate
It’s time to get very clear on the issues or problems at a micro level before
tackling any potential solutions. In most cases, the real issues or problems
may not be clear at first.
• What is really happening with you and other leaders? What do you and
your leaders really want?
• What really needs to happen for you, your fellow leaders and the
enterprise in the future?
Your group will use tools and assessments to gather data as a starting
point for future setting and beginning your transformation as leaders.
As you and others analyze the data in light of your goals, you will gain
insights. Then you will decide what resonates most for you and your group
as a whole.
• How do these insights make you feel? Do these insights remind you
of anything?
• How do these insights relate to what is happening right now – or what
is coming up next?
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Our phased approach helps you
and other leaders break down big
goals into small steps so you can
achieve and celebrate milestones.

Phase 3: Resolve
You and your fellow leaders know where you’ve been. You know where you
are. You know what you want.
This is the phase where changes are made. You and your fellow leaders do
the work to resolve the issues or problems you are facing.
We will help you develop an implementation plan to get you and others
there – and help you build on every success – through repeated learning,
awareness and practice. If your situation changes along the way, your goals
can be adjusted based on what makes sense now.

Phase 4: Refocus
Because you have gone from transition to transformation, you and other
leaders have changed – often, in many new ways. Now is the time to refocus
on yourself, your fellow leaders and those results. All of you will review and
get clear on everything you have accomplished – and you will celebrate
that – as you begin to walk your new path.
If you and other leaders decide you are facing another transition, you can
return to the Reflect phase and begin again to move from transition to
transformation, guided by New Horizon Strategies.

A New Horizon Strategies executive
coach will guide you and other leaders
through every phase so you can move
from transition to transformation.

OUR APPROACH: What leaders can expect
II. We choose the right tools
Once we understand you, your fellow leaders and the transition you are facing,
together we choose the right tools every step of the way to help you make a
transformation. Because of our training and certifications, we access outstanding
tools to help you Reflect, Resonate, Resolve and Refocus.
Here are some examples of the tools we use:
• Barrett Values (Cultural Transformational Tools): Get direction on what
people are asking for during times of change by measuring where they see
the culture today and where they hope it shifts in the future.
• Hudson Transition Model: Recognize that you are not alone in what you
are experiencing by relating to a common model of transition.
• Staged Adoption Curve for Change: Learn how to break big change into
small packets to maintain support during change leadership initiatives.
• Input, Process, Output: Gain measured clarity by understanding the exact
process you need to focus on right now.
• Transactional Analysis: Discover a “secret decoder ring” highlighting pervasive
communication traps that prevent people from having healthy organizations.
• Conscious Competence Model: Learn a basic model to address how humans
learn – and gain patience in understanding resistance.
• “Dare to Lead” by Brene Brown: Learn tools and techniques for leading
with courage while simultaneously honoring the vulnerability it takes to
show up, speak the truth and innovate.
• Adizes Organizational Lifecycle: See where your company is on the
maturity curve based on a clearly staged process model that tells you
what to expect next.

We choose the right tools and
apply the right methods to help
you and other leaders in the
enterprise move from
transition to transformation.

III. We apply the right methods
It’s tempting to choose one solution – either executive coaching, facilitation
or consulting – to try and “fix everything.” (We know because we tried this –
and it doesn’t work.) Experience shows that moving leaders in the enterprise
from transition to transformation demands a focused effort with just the right
combination of executive coaching, facilitation and consulting:
• Executive coaching: To help individuals process their thoughts and
commit to an outcome
• Facilitation: To bring everyone’s ideas, constraints, beliefs and
motivations to the surface
• Consulting: To apply the precise tools you and other leaders must have
to move forward

HOW TO GET STARTED
Executive coaching, facilitation and consulting
for enterprise leadership transformation:
For up to 10 leaders plus 1 group leader
• 15 executive coaching sessions with the group leader
• 5 executive coaching sessions with each leader (up to 50 sessions total)
• 11 leadership assessments
• 9 facilitated full-day-equivalent workshops for leadership development
• 2 organizational assessments, debriefs and consulting sessions
• Group check-in sessions and consulting support

1.832.224.6455 | laurie.hall@newhorizonstrategies.com

CONTACT US
TODAY FOR A FREE
STRATEGY SESSION

newhorizonstrategies.com

